AN EARTH SCIENCE TEACHERS WEEKEND

Northeast / North-Central GSA Meeting in Pittsburgh PA - March 18-19, 2017

K-12 Teacher Events Sponsored by the Pennsylvania Earth Science Teachers Association

SAT AM
Streams as Classrooms: A Teachers Field Workshop at Montour Run

SAT PM
Keynote by Dr. Richard Alley: Climate Research for the Classroom

SAT PM
PAESTA-sponsored Teacher Networking Reception

SUN AM
Session on Teaching Climate and Energy to a K-12 Audience

SUN AM
Ask-a-Geologist Open Panel Discussion

Costs for the entire Teachers Weekend (including the field workshop) are included in the 1-day early registration fee of $50 for K-12 professionals ($60 if you register on site).

Deadline for early registration is February 13, 2017.

https://www.geosociety.org/GSA/Events/Section_Meetings/GSA/Sections/ne/2017mtg/registration.aspx